A PROMOTION

01 The Commission approved the promotion of four (4) Officers from the post of Assistant Chief Procurement Officer, SGL. 13 to the post of Chief Procurement Officer, SGL. 14 w.e.f 1/1/2018; as follows:

1  ISSA SULEIMAN ADIO
2  TUTA IORYINA GODWIN
3  OSUAGWU CHIOMA CHIMEZIE
4  AKHADELOM JOSEPH TOBI

02 The Commission approved the promotion of fourteen (14) Officers from the post of Principal Procurement Officer, SGL. 12 to the post of Assistant Chief Procurement Officer, SGL. 13 w.e.f 1/1/2018; as follows:

1  ARDO USMAN KUMO
2  UMAR SAFIYA ABDALLAH
3  DAIKWO LAMI BAKO
4  MOHAMMED LAWAL AHMAD
5  DADA KEHINDE HUSSEIN
6  KEVIN JULLU KIZITO
7  OJEH JENNIFER NKIRUKA
8  LAWAL RISIKATU O.
9  ABUBAKAR LABARAN USMAN
The Commission approved the promotion of seventeen (17) Officers from the post of Senior Procurement Officer, SGL. 10 to the post of Principal Procurement Officer, SGL. 12 w.e.f 1/1/2018; as follows:

1. ADAOBI CHINWE EBIOKOBO
2. ORANEZI CHINYERE CHIGOZIE
3. OMOLE MOJISOLA ABIDEMI
4. AHMED UMMU KULSUM
5. SHITTU TEMITOPE ABIODUN
6. UCHELLA ONYEDIKACHI
7. SIMAN FIBIBUS
8. AKWEBE PIUS AUDU
9. NWAEZE C. GLADYS
10. EKWEBELEM NKEIRUKA F.
11. UDEZE JULIET N.
12. ADELAUKUN ROTIMI IDRIS
13. ADIKA HELEN GEORGE
14. ESHALOMI OGHOROGHEN EVA BELL
15. VOU GYANG BOT
16. PANI BAIKAI ROSEMARY
The Commission approved the promotion of thirty-eight (38) Officers from the post of Procurement Officer I, SGL. 09 to the post of Senior Procurement Officer, SGL. 10 w.e.f 1/1/2018; as follows:

1. OMONIKE IYADUNNI DADA
2. IBRAHIM EUNICE PINDAR
3. EGWENI, MARY IFEOLUWAPPO
4. ISESELE E. EBAMIE
5. BODUNRIN SHAMSI IBITAYO
6. ANYANKAH EMEM UDHO
7. EKPO UWEM.I
8. TATARI ELIZABETH A.
9. OGBEIDE ADESUWA
10. HASHIM SULEIMAN
11. BOYEDE OLUWASEUN
12. LEKWAWUA NGOZI SUNNY
13. AMELE SUNDAY O.
14. ADEYEMI ADENIYI OLUWASEUN
15. ALHASSAN NASIRU
16. SANI ABDULRAUF
17. AKINOLA AJIBOLA AKINBAMI
18. JEGEDE EUNICE IYEJIDE
19. AMINA SHAFII NDANUSA
20. IGBODIETGWU CHUKWUEMEKA EUGENE
21. MOHAMMED NDAOKO UMAR
The Commission approved the promotion of twenty-three (23) Officers from the post of Procurement Officer II, SGL. 08 to the post of Procurement Officer I, SGL. 09 w.e.f 1/1/2018; as follows:

1. AMOBI AUGUSTINA E.
2. OLADELE FIKUNAYO SEGUN
3. HORSEFALL MESSIAH CORINTH
4. OJIAKU UCHE ROSELINE
5. MONILOYE TAIWO ADEMOLA
The Commission approved the promotion of **USMAN ABDULLAHI** from the post of Principal Executive Officer I (Procurement), SGL. 12 to the post of **Assistant Chief Executive Officer (Procurement), SGL. 13** w.e.f 1/1/2018.

The Commission approved the promotion of **OGEZI JULIUS** from the post of Principal Executive Officer II (Procurement), SGL. 10.